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Part 1: General Remarks

CamLAN works  with  Netcams  (IP-Cams),  Webcams and  additional  video  devices  which  are  using  a  driver  for
Windows.

Webcams

Webcams and similar video devices like TV Tuner cards, capture cards, graphic cards with a capture input etc. are
working  with  CamLAN  if  there  is  an  up  to  date  driver  for  Windows  available.  CamLAN  uses  the  DirectShow
component of DirectX for the work with these devices. So all functions and settings which are coming with the video
device drivers are usable. An advantage against other Webcam products is the possibility to work with all connected
and installed video devices simultaneously.

Netcams

CamLAN needs for the working with Netcams their IP addresses, resp. the URLs pointing to the video datas. From
these URLs the program receives the current camera picture (still picture) or the motion-JPEG (MJPEG) or MPEG-4
video stream. 

If you want to receive more still pictures as your camera is able to generate (the receiving interval is set to every 0.5
sec, but your camera captures pictures only every 1.0 sec), you receive often the same picture twice. So it makes no
sense to receive more pictures as there are new ones available. Look at the network camera manual for possible
capture intervals!

The resolution of the received picture is not limited. But if the program receives a picture which has a resolution of
640x480 pixels, it must transfer much more pixels as if the picture would have 320x240 pixels and the program has to
test 4 times the amount of pixels within the intern motion detector difference test.

DirectShow

CamLAN allows the using of all installed video devices, video codecs, audio devices and audio codecs.

Introduction to DirectShow:

Microsoft® DirectShow® is an architecture for streaming media on the Microsoft Windows® platform. DirectShow
provides for high-quality capture and playback of multimedia streams. It supports a wide variety of formats, including
Advanced Systems Format  (ASF),  Motion Picture  Experts  Group (MPEG),  Audio-Video Interleaved (AVI),  MPEG
Audio Layer-3 (MP3), and WAV sound files. It supports capture from digital and analog devices based on the Windows
Driver Model (WDM) or Video for Windows. DirectShow is integrated with other DirectX technologies. It automatically
detects  and  uses  video  and  audio  acceleration  hardware  when  available,  but  also  supports  systems  without
acceleration hardware.
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In General

All digital cameras generates different pictures from the same situation also if there are no changes. If you algin your
camera to view on a wall where nothing is moving and let the motion detection run, you get little picture differences,
because the generated pictures are different. This happens on the way from the analog world into the digital picture
from your camera. To see these differences (not only these, but all differences) you can select in the program to show
you the difference window. This is a good way to see how good or bad your camera works. To reduce this differences
which are in reality not existing, you have to adjust the pixel difference value.

Startup Parameters

The standard program datas and settings are saved by default in the Windows application data folder:

Windows XP:
C:\Documents and Settings\Username\Application Data\CrazyPixels\CamLAN\

Windows 7:
C:\Users\Username\AppData\Roaming\CrazyPixels\CamLAN\

Parameters:
To use the application parameters start the application with one or several parameters in the command line. 
(example: CamLAN -local -nosign)

-local
If you prefer to use the application directory for saving the standard datas and settings instead of the default 
Windows application data folder, then start the program with the parameter -local

-nosign
If you want to hide the displayed Splash Screen at startup, use the parameter -nosign

-Gcxx
To run the .NET Framework garbage collector in certain intervals, use the parameter -Gcxx
(-GC30 starts the garbage collector every 30 sec. ). This parameter should be used only in special cases (for instance, 
if there is always a very high memory usage).
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Part 2: Application Window

Application Window

ButtonBar Buttons

 saves all camera and program settings

 opens the program settings dialog

 starts the preview mode for all cameras

 stops the preview mode for all cameras

 combines all camera video windows in the overview window

 separates all camera video windows
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 opens the media viewer

Camera Listview Columns

Camera Name

the camera name

- for Webcams this is the name which comes from the device driver

- for Netcams this is the camera picture (or streaming) URL

( the Camera Name could be changed into a user defined name)

State

the camera state is shown by small icons:

     preview is active  

     the video recording is active

       the camera is sending the camera picture to a remote video server

Preview Intervall the picture receiving interval ( for all direct connected video devices with a live
video stream (Webcam via USB) there is shown '---' )

Status Bar

The status bar shows the available cameras and the mode in which they are running, the current time/date and the
network activity. 

Network Activity   

The columns shows the activity of the video network server/client and the webserver. 

The yellow columns shows the activity of the network server, the green columns of the network client and the blue-
green column of the webserver. Down running black dots signals incoming datas, up running dots signals outgoing
datas.
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Part 3: Program Settings

General

Only Capture Pictures ... - if this option is selected, pictures are only captured to harddisk if a minimum of x KB free
harddisk space is available ( x = the amount of free space in KB, input 1024 for 1 MB ) 

Only Record Videos ... - if this option is selected, videos are only recorded to harddisk if a minimum of x KB free
harddisk space is available ( x = the amount of free space in KB )
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Select Your Language, And Restart The Program - select the program language. This selection becomes active
after a restart.

Startup

Show Main Dialog In Taskbar - if selected, a button for the application main window is shown in the taskbar

Show Overview Window In Taskbar - if  selected, a button for the overview window is shown in the taskbar (the
overview or collection window shows all video windows from all cameras collected within one window)

Show Video Windows In Taskbar - if selected, for each video window a button is shown in the taskbar
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Show Application Icon In Systray - if selected, an icon for the application is shown in the systray. From the context
menu of this icon the application could be closed. A double click on this icon shows the application main dialog!

Minimize Main Window At Startup - if selected, the main application window is minimized at startup

Start The Network Server At Startup - if selected, the internal network server is started at startup. Adjust all needed
network-server/-client settings before here !

Start The Network Client At Startup - if selected, the internal network client is started at startup. Adjust all needed
network-server/-client settings before here !

Start The WebServer At Startup - if selected, the internal webserver is started at startup. 

 If you have not selected to show the main dialog window in the taskbar and you have not selected to show the
application icon in the systray, then you have no possibility to handle the application window after you have minimized
it. 

If you ever want to reset all program settings, then delete the file SETTINGS.DAT!
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Video Network

The integrated video network is used to transfer the camera picture from all video client PCs to the video server
PC. You have to run at least two instances of CamLAN (CamUniversal or Campermanent) on two PCs to use the
video network. One PC works as a video server and collects the video picture from all connected clients. All cameras
running at the client PCs could send their video picture to the server PC. All instances of CamLAN (CamUniversal or
CamPermanent) are able to connect to the server instance and receive the video picture from all cameras which have
send their video picture to the server. These cameras are called RemoteCams. All running cameras, no matter if they
are WebCams, NetCams or RemoteCams can send their picture to the server PC and become through this way a
RemoteCam! 

CamLAN (CamPermanent, CamUniversal) could run the network server part and the network client part together in
one instance.
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This PC:

Hostname: - the hostname of the PC where CamLAN is running

IP-Address - the IP-Address of the PC where CamLAN is running

Use This IP-Address - CamLAN determines the IP address of your PC and uses this IP address. In case of using
several network cards in your PC you want to use a different one. Insert the IP address of your desired card.

Start This PC As Server- press this button to start the integrated video sever
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Number Of Connect Clients - the number of PCs which are connected to this PC and running the integrated video
client 

Number Of Cameras Sending Their Picture - the number of running cameras which are sending their picture to a
connected client PC. To enable or disable the sending of the camera picture, goto the camera settings. 

Port of the Video Server - the port of the video server. This must be the same port on the network server and the
network client.

IP Address of the Video Server- input the IP address of the video server. The IP address is shown above. 

Start This PC As Client - press this button to start the client functionality. The client tries to connect to the video
server from which you have instered the IP address. It's important, that the video server is already running.

WebServer
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Use This IP-Address - CamPermanent determines the IP address of your PC and uses this IP address. In case of
using several network cards in your PC you want to use a different one. Insert the IP address of your desired card.

Start The WebServer - press this button to start the integrated websever.

Port of the WebServer - the port of the webserver. The IP address and the port of the webserver must be inserted
into the HTTP request to get the camera video.

It is always possible to demand a video picture from each camera. Additional to the support of sending video pictures,
the webser supports commands, which controls each camera (possible commands). 

To enable or disable these commands, the following setting is used.

Remote Control Is Possible - if selected, the webserver accepts commands 

Forbid Remote Control - if selected, the webserver don't accepts commands 

Password  Activates/Deactivates  Remote  Control -  if  selected,  a  password  is  used  to  enable  or  disable  the
commands 

The Password Protects All Camera Functions Including The Viewing - if selected, the camera picture viewing and
the camera functions are protected by password 

The  Password  Protects  Only The  Camera  Functions -  if  selected,  the  camera  picture  viewing  is  always
possible, the password protects only the camera functions
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Part 4: New Camera

New Camera

Network Camera (NetCam, IP-Cam)

The Camera Works In The Still Picture Mode - select this option, if the camera supports still pictures (JPG format).

The Camera Streams The Video In The Motion-JPEG Format - select this option, if the camera streams the video in
the motion-JPEG (MJPEG) format. 

The Camera Streams The Video In The MPEG4 Format - select this option, if the camera streams the video in the
MPEG4 format. 
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 View the camera manual to find out the supported video formats. Be sure to make the correct selection for the
video format!

The Network Camera Address - insert the direct link to the camera picture or motion-JPEG- or MPEG4-stream. You
have to insert the URL which points direct to the camera picture (or motion-JPEG-/MPEG4-stream) not only to the
camera webserver. (For samples have a look at our Support page or into your camera manual!)

Video Record Codec - all available video record codecs are listed. Select the one which should be used. 

Audio Record Device - all available audio record devices are listed. Select the one which should be used. In case of
receiving  a  MPEG4  stream,  this  option  is  disabled.  If  the  MPEG4  stream  contains  audio  you  get  the  audio
automatically.

Audio Record Codec - all available audio record codecs are listed. Select the one which should be used.

 The codecs and devices are only used for a video recording. The video preview and the capturing of pictures are
not affected by these codecs!

Camera Needs Authentication - select if the camera webserver needs an authentication

Username - username for the authentication

Password - password for the authentication 

Receive Picture - press this button to receive a picture from the inserted link. The program tries to receive a picture
from the inserted link, this could take several seconds. 

Check Selected Device - it's tested, if the DirectShow Rendergraph could be created with the selected devices and
codecs. This is necessary for a video recording. If the DirectShow Rendergraph could not be created, the devices are
not working together or already in use. In this case, try to select different combinations!

Show Device Infos - shows infos about the selected devices and codecs

 What is DirectShow? 

Introduction to DirectShow

Microsoft® DirectShow® is an architecture for streaming media on the Microsoft Windows® platform. DirectShow
provides for high-quality capture and playback of multimedia streams. It supports a wide variety of formats, including
Advanced Systems Format  (ASF),  Motion Picture  Experts  Group (MPEG),  Audio-Video Interleaved (AVI),  MPEG
Audio Layer-3 (MP3), and WAV sound files. It supports capture using Windows Driver Model (WDM) devices or older
Video for Windows devices. DirectShow is integrated with other DirectX technologies. It automatically detects and
uses  video  and  audio  acceleration  hardware  when  available,  but  also  supports  systems  without  acceleration
hardware.
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Video Device (WebCam/TV Tuner/Capture Card etc.)

See in the First Steps section how to add a webcam!

Video Device - all available video devices are listed. Select the one which should be used. 

Video Record Codec - all available video record codecs are listed. Select the one which should be used. 

Audio Record Device - all available audio record devices are listed. Select the one which should be used. 

Audio Record Codec - all available audio record codecs are listed. Select the one which should be used. 

 The codecs are only used for a video recording. The video preview and the capturing of pictures are not affected
by these codecs!
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Video Source - if the video device supports several video sources ( inputs like Tuner, Composite, AUX etc. ), the
source could be selected here 

If the selected video device is a TV Tuner:

TV Tuner Settings - opens the TV tuner dialog to adjust the tuner settings 

 It's important to run this function, otherwise there would be no programs available which are selectable from the
video window buttons. The found programs are saved in the file PROGRAMS.DAT!

Check Selected Device - it's tested, if the DirectShow Rendergraph could be created with the selected devices and
codecs. This is necessary for a video recording, picture capturing and video preview. If the DirectShow Rendergraph
could not be created, the devices are not working together or already in use. In this case, try to select different
combinations!

Show Device Infos - shows infos about the selected devices and codecs
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Remote Camera (intern Video-Client)

  Before you could use the remote cameras, the following steps must be executed.

1 - The network server must be running on the remote PC. Goto the program settings (Video Network) and start the
network server.

2 - On the remote PC there must be cameras available, which are sending their picture.
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3 - The network client from this PC must be running. Goto the program settings (Video Network) and start the network
client. 

 It's important to know, that the camera name is received and used to indentify a remote camera. If there are two
remote cameras available which are sending their picture and using the same name, they could not be differentiate. In
this case, please give the cameras different usernames!

Available Remote Cameras - all found remote cameras are listed. Select the one you want to use.

Connect To Remote Video Server - tries to connect to a remote CamPermanent video server

Video Record Codec - all available video record codecs are listed. Select the one which should be used. 

Audio Record Device - all available audio record devices are listed. Select the one which should be used. 

Audio Record Codec - all available audio record codecs are listed. Select the one which should be used.

 The codecs and devices are only used for a video recording. The video preview and the capturing of pictures are
not affected by these codecs!

Check Selected Device - it's tested, if the DirectShow Rendergraph could be created with the selected devices and
codecs. This is necessary for a video recording. If the DirectShow Rendergraph could not be created, the devices are
not working together or already in use. In this case, try to select different combinations!

Show Device Infos - shows infos about the selected devices and codecs
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Part 5: Adjust Camera

Adjust Camera

General Settings

Used Camera Name - you could select to use the default name for the camera, or insert a user defined camera
name. The default name for NetCams is the camera picture URL and for WebCams the camera name which comes
from the device driver.

Picture Capturing - opens the picture capture settings dialog

Video Recording - opens the video recording settings dialog
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Video Server Settings

Send The Camera Picture To The Connected Video Client - check if the camera should work as RemoteCam. If
checked the program sends the camera picture in intervals to the connected video clients. 

Sending Interval - interval in which the program sends the camera picture 

JPG Picture Quality - internal the camera picture is send in JPG picture format. Select the picture quality to adjust
the picture size to find a compromise between a low bandwidth and a good picture visualizing.

NetCam Settings (the following settings are only relevant for NetCams)

The NetCam Picture Address (URL) - insert the direct link to the camera picture. You have to insert the URL which
points direct to the camera picture not only to the camera webserver. Insert http://192.168.1.110/picture.jpg instead of
only http://192.168.1.110 for your netcam.

Picture Receiving Interval From The URL - interval in which the program tries to receive a picture from the NetCam.
Don't select an interval which is smaller than the camera is able to generate a new picture, because in this case you
would receive the same picture several times again and needless reduce the network bandwidth.

Deactivate The Preview If X-Times The Picture Could Not Received - if selected the preview is stopped if x-times a
picture could not received from the selected URL. This could happen if the camera is temporary offline.

Camera Needs Authentication - select if the camera webserver needs an authentication

Username - username for the authentication

Password - password for the authentication
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Device Settings

Video Settings

Video Record Codec - all in the system available video record codecs are listed. The current used codec is shown. If
you want to have more codecs available, you have to install them into your Windows OS! If you change the selection,
the program tests, if the codec could be used for recording. This depends on the video device, audio device and
further codecs. Not all codecs works together which each other!

Video Codec - if the selected codec supports a dialog for adjusting settings, the button becomes available. There are
some codecs available, which notifys that they support a dialog, but that is not the case. If this is the case, nothing
happens at button press.

Video Device Settings - opens the appropriate device driver dialog if available

Video Preview Settings - opens the appropriate device driver dialog if available 

Video Record Settings - opens the appropriate device driver dialog if available
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Video Source (only TV Tuner) - all available video input sources are listed and selectable. In general these are
Tuner, Composite, S-Video.

Audio Settings

Audio Record Device - all in the system available audio record devices are listed. The current used device is shown.
In case of receiving a MPEG4 stream, this option is disabled. If the MPEG4 stream contains audio you get the audio
automatically.

Audio Record Codec - all in the system available audio record codecs are listed. The current used codec is shown. If
you want to have more codecs available, you have to install them into your Windows OS! If you change the selection,
the program tests, if the codec could be used for recording. This depends on the video device, audio device and
further codecs. Not all codecs works together which each other!

Audio Codec - if the selected codec supports a dialog for adjusting settings, the button becomes available. There are
some codecs available, which notifys that they support a dialog, but that is not the case. If this is the case, nothing
happens at button press.

Audio Device Settings - opens the appropriate device driver dialog if available

Audio Preview Settings - opens the appropriate device driver dialog if available 

Audio Record Settings - opens the appropriate device driver dialog if available

Channels - the audio channels (mono, stereo)

SampleSize - the audio sample sizes (8bit, 16bit)

SampleRate - the audio samplerates (11025Hz, 22050Hz, 44100Hz)

TV Tuner Settings (only TV Tuner)

TV Tuner Settings - opens the TV tuner dialog to adjust the tuner settings 

 It's important to run this function, otherwise there would be no programs available which are selectable from the 
video window buttons. The found programs are saved in the file PROGRAMS.DAT! 
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Show Device Infos - shows infos about the selected devices and codecs

Devices and Codecs 

Changes in the property pages of the devices are often not saved by the video device driver. The exceptions are the
properties of the video and audio record codecs. In most cases the settings are saved by the driver.

Changes made in the property pages will be reflected immediately in CamUniversal. But the reverse is not always
true, so internal changes may not be reflected in the associated property page! After loading of the saved settings the
video framesize is internal set and reflected in the property page, the frames per second (fps) value is internal set, but
not  reflected  in  the  property  page,  there  is  a  default  value  of  the  driver  shown  and  the  compression  type
(RGB24,RGB32,YVU9,etc.) could not be restored!

Furthermore some combinations of video record codecs and video compression types are not working together! So, if
you select a video record codec (everything different to "none") then let the video compression value to be the driver
default (in most cases RGB24)!
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Part 6: Menus / Mouse

Program Menu

General / Load Cameras ... (CTRL+L) - loads a camera set from a *.cam file. The set contains the cameras with all
related settings. 

General / Save Cameras (CTRL+C) - saves the existing cameras into the current *.cam file 

General / Save Cameras As ... (CTRL+A) - saves the existing cameras into a new *.cam file 

General / Delete All Cameras - removes the existing cameras from the program (the *.cam file is not deleted or
changed!) 

General / Settings ...- opens the program settings dialog

General / Save Settings (CTRL+S) - saves the program settings (SETTINGS.DAT) 

General / Exit - closes the application

Camera / Add New Camera - opens the new camera dialog to insert a new camera
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Camera / Edit Selected Camera - opens the adjust camera dialog to edit the settings of the selected camera

Camera / Delete Selected Camera - deletes the selected camera

Camera / Start Preview For All Cameras (F2) - starts the preview for all cameras

Camera / Stop Preview For All Cameras (F3) - stops the preview for all cameras

Windows / Collect All Video Windows (F8) - combines all camera video windows in the collection window

Windows / Separate All Video Windows (F9) - closes the collection window and separates the video windows

Windows / Show All Video Windows (CTRL+V) - shows all camera video windows 

Windows / Hide All Video Windows (CTRL+H) - hides all camera video windows. The camera functions remains
active. 

Windows / Show All Video Windows At (0,0) - show all video windows at the upper left corner of the screen. This
could be necessary if the program is started with previous settings on a different PC with a different resolution or if the
primary monitor is changed on a multi monitor system.

Windows / Set All Video Windows At Topmost - set all video windows at a topmost window in front of all other
windows 

Windows / Open The Media Viewer - opens the media viewer 
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Info / Online Manual ... (F1) - opens the standard Internet browser with the manual webpage

Info / Goto The Webpage ... - opens the standard Internet browser with the CrazyPixels main webpage

Info / Forum ... - opens the standard Internet browser with the CrazyPixels Forum webpage

Info / Register ... - opens the registration dialog. With this dialog you create your keyinfo file which is needed
to get your key. 

Info / System Infos ...- opens a dialog which displays informations about the program and your system

Info / About ...- opens the about dialog

Context Menu - Application

A right mousebutton click into a camera row opens the camera context menu.

Start/Stop Preview - starts/stops the preview of the camera (only if there is no motion detector or scheduler running).
The video window of the camera gets hidden at stopping and is shown at starting. You could also stop the preview by
closing the video window with the close button.

Take A Picture - takes a picture

Start/Stop The Video Recording - starts/stops the video recording 

Send (Send Not) The Camera Picture To The Remote Video Client - enables/disables the camera picture sending
to a connected video client 

Show Video Window - shows the video window. 

Hide Video Window - hides the video window. With this function you hide the video window, all running functions are
still working. It is not the same, as if you close the video window from the close button! 
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Context Menu - Video Window

A right mousebutton click into the video window opens the video window context menu.

Show Window Topmost - shows this window as a topmost window in front of all other windows or not 

Show Window With Caption - shows or hides the window caption

Set Size 50% Of Original Size - the window size is changed so that the video size is 50% of the original video size

Set Size 100% Of Original Size - the window size is changed so that the video size has the original video size

Set Size 200% Of Original Size - the window size is changed so that the video size is 200% of the original video size 

Fullscreen - stretches the window to fullscreen

Show Buttons - shows or hides the buttons below the video

Hide Video Window - hides the video window. With this function you hide the video window, all running functions are
still working. It is not the same, as if you close the video window from the close button!

Place The Video Window Into The ActiveDesktop - if the ActiveDesktop is enabled, the preview window is placed
into the ActiveDesktop. The window lays behind all program windows and behind the desktop icons.
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Context Menu - Overview Window

A right mousebutton click into the overview window opens the context menu

.

Show Window Topmost - shows this window as a topmost window in front of all other windows or not 

Show Window With Caption - shows or hides the window caption

Fullscreen - stretches the window to fullscreen

Not Fullscreen - returns from fullscreen to the former window size

1 Column - arranges the video windows in 1 column

2 Columns - arranges the video windows in 2 columns 

1 Row - arranges the video windows in 1 row

2 Rows - arranges the video windows in 2 rows

Quadratic Order - arranges the video windows in a quadratic order

Place The Video Window Into The ActiveDesktop - if the ActiveDesktop is enabled, the overview window is placed
into the ActiveDesktop. The window lays behind all program windows and behind the desktop icons.

Take A Picture - takes a picture 

Start/Stop The Video Recording - starts/stops the video recording
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Mouse Buttons / Function

Left Button - to move the video window and the overview window, hold the left mousebutton down, move the mouse
and release the mousebutton at the desired position

Right Button - the right mousebutton opens the context menus

Middle Button - with the middle mousebutton you could zoom into the camera video. This function is available in the
video window and the overview window. Hold the middle mousebutton down (the cursor changes into a cross), move
the mousebutton to create a virtual rectangle and release the middle mousebutton to zoom into this selected area!
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Part 7: The Webserver

The Webserver

The integrated webserver of CamLAN allows to control all cameras which are running in CamLAN. The webserver
sends the video pictures from all  cameras by HTTP request. Additional the webserver allows to start an external
program.

To run the webserver you have to start the webserver in CamLAN

.

If the webserver is running you could send HTTP commands to CamPermanent. These commands are interpreted by
the webserver. For your convenience there are the following html sample documents included "cam_control.htm",
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"cam_view1.htm",  "cam_view2.htm",  "cam_view3.htm".  These  documents  are  using  JAVA  scripts  to  send  the
webserver commands to CamPermanent. 

Open the documents with your Internet browser and see how they work. Try "cam_control.htm" first, which supports to
input direct the IP address of  your PC. Insert the IP address and port,  which are shown in CamPermanent (see
above). You can open cam_control.htm on your local PC, from a different PC in your LAN or upload it to your ISP
webspace and try it from the Internet (Live Camera Sample).

More information about setting up the integrated webserver can be found in the CrazyPixels Forum and in the First
Steps!

Here are all possible commands listed:

Picture receiving:

http://192.168.110.100 - first insert the IP address of the PC running CamLAN (the displayed address is an example!) 

http://192.168.110.100:81/ - then insert the port which you have choosen in CamLAN 

http://192.168.110.100:81/camera=1 - then insert the camera number you would control, 1 = the first camera

http://192.168.110.100:81/camera=1&quality=40 - then insert the quality of the received video picture. If you want to
receive the camera pictures in short intervals it is better to select a low quality. 

http://192.168.110.100:81/camera=1&resolution=160x120&quality=40 -  if you want, you can select the resolution of
the received video picture. If you don't select a resolution, the picture has the resolution of the camera.

Remote commands:

You can control the camera from remote.

http://192.168.110.100:81/camera=1&command=preview_on (starts the preview for camera 1)

http://192.168.110.100:81/camera=1&command=preview_off (stops the preview for camera 1) 

http://192.168.110.100:81/camera=1&command=motion_on (starts the motion detector for camera 1) 

http://192.168.110.100:81/camera=1&command=motion_off (stops the motion detector for camera 1) 

http://192.168.110.100:81/camera=1&command=scheduler_on (starts the scheduler for camera 1) 

http://192.168.110.100:81/camera=1&command=scheduler_off (stops the scheduler for camera 1) 

http://192.168.110.100:81/camera=1&command=record_on (starts the video recording for camera 1) 

http://192.168.110.100:81/camera=1&command=record_off (stops the video recording for camera 1) 

http://192.168.110.100:81/camera=1&command=capture (captures a picture from camera 1) 

http://192.168.110.100:81/camera=1&command=state (asks the state from camera 1) 
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If you have choosen to activate/deactivate the remote control by password you have to do this with the following 2
commands: 

http://192.168.110.100:81/activate_remote_control=password (activates the remote control) 

http://192.168.110.100:81/deactivate_remote_control=password (deactivates the remote control) 

Additional you can start all external programs which are available on your system.

The camera number is ignored in this command! After "execute" insert the path to the program on your system.

http://192.168.110.100:81/camera=1&command=executec:\windows\system32\calc.exe (starts an external program)
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First Steps

1.) Add a Webcam (CamLAN, CamUniversal, CamPermanent)

2.)   Add a Netcam (network camera, IP-cam) (CamLAN, CamUniversal, CamPermanent)

3.) Video Network - add a RemoteCam and use the server/client-network (CamLAN, CamUniversal, 
CamPermanent)

4.) WebServer - how to run the integrated webserver (CamLAN, CamUniversal, CamPermanent)
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1.) Add a WebCam 

1. Select "Add New Camera" from the main menu to open the "New Camera" dialog

2. Select "Video Device (WebCam/TV/Tuner)" to add a webcam.

3. In the "Video Device" selection all recognized video devices are listed. If your webcam is not listed DirectShow was 
not able to recognizes it. This can happen if the video device driver is not DirectShow compatible or the video device 
is already used from another application.

4. Select the webcam you want to use!
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5. Press the button "Check Selected Device". The device is tested and a confirmation dialog appears.
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If there are problems to run the webcam, the following dialog appears.

This could have several reasons:

1. You have selected a video codec (or audio codec) which is not compatible with the video device (or another codec).
Please select a different video codec or no codec. Please test first your video device without additional codecs! 

2. The CrazyPixels DirectShow filters are not correct installed: 

Please go to the program directory, open a console and type>

regsvr32 crazypixelsbsf.ax

regsvr32 crazypixelstf1.ax to reinstall the filters.

Then restart the program and try again!

6. Close the "New Camera" dialog to use the webcam in the program.
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2.) Add a Netcam (network camera, IP-cam)

1. Select "Add New Camera" from the main menu to open the "New Camera" dialog

2. Select "Network Camera (NetCam/IP-Cam)" to add a netcam.

3. Select the working mode of the netcam. Does the netcam supplies still pictures or a MJPEG video stream or a 
MPEG4 video stream.

4. Insert the direct URL to the video datas (jpeg-picture, mjpeg-stream, mpeg4-stream). 

This must be a direct URL to the video datas, NOT to the camera webserver.

(Some netcams needs a java applet or an ActiveX component from the manufacturer on the application side (or the 
receiving webpage) to receive the video datas. This is not supported! You need a direct URL to the video datas! If you 
can't find these direct URLs in the camera manual, please ask the manufacturer). 
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5. Press the button "Receive Picture". The program tries to connect the camera and gets a picture. This could take 
several seconds.

If the program can't get a picture a dialog appears. 

1.) This could happen if you are running a firewall which prevents the program to access the camera. Be sure to open 
the firewall for the program. 

2.) It could be, that your URL is not valid. To be sure that you use the right one, please insert the URL in the address 
field of your web browser and try to receive a picture there (still picture, mjpeg stream). Mpeg4-stream URLs could be 
tested with the Windows Media Player.

6. If you want to use a video record codec (and/or audio record device/codec), select the codec and press the button 
"Check Selected Device". The device is tested and a confirmation dialog appears.

If there are problems to run the netcam with the selected codecs the following dialog appears.

This could have several reasons:

1. You have selected a video codec (or audio codec) which is not compatible with the video device (or another codec).
Please select a different video codec or no codec. Please test first your video device without additional codecs! 

2. The CrazyPixels DirectShow filters are not correct installed: 

Please go to the program directory, open a console and type>
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regsvr32 crazypixelsbsf.ax

regsvr32 crazypixelstf1.ax to reinstall the filters.

Then restart the program and try again!

7. Close the "New Camera" dialog to use the netcam in the program.
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3. ) Video Network - add a RemoteCam and use the server/client network

For using the video network you have start the network server on one PC and the client on all PCs which are 
offering their running cameras for the network as RemoteCams.

In the following example we have 2 PCs, where one PC wants to view the camera connected to the other PC. 

1. PC1: Here is the camera connected.

Select the "Video Network" dialog from the "Settings" dialog.
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2. PC1: Press the "Start This PC As Server" button to start the video server. 

Press the "Start This PC As Client" button to start the video client too. Now the client can send (internal) the video 
picture to the server. Close the dialog.

3. PC1: Select from the main dialog the camera which you want to transfer over the network. Then open the "General 
Settings" dialog from the "Adjust Camera" dialog.
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 4. PC1: Adjust the "Video Server Settings" . Check "Send The Camera Picture To The Video Server" so that the 
camera is sending its picture to the server. Adjust the sending interval (this determines the receiving interval at the 
client which uses this camera as RemoteCam) and the picture quality. The camera picture is sended in JPG format. 
Less picture quality reduces the needed network bandwidth! Close the dialog.

The connected camera is now sending its picture to the video server. The video server handles now one camera with 
the related pictures. 

5 . PC2: Select the "Video Network" dialog from the "Settings" dialog
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6. PC2: Insert the IP address of PC1 (server) into the "IP Address of the Video Server" fields.

7. PC2: Press the "Start This PC As Client" button to start the video client. Close the dialog. 

Now PC2 (client) is connected to PC1 (server). You can do this for all instances running CamLAN (CamPermanent or 
CamUniversal), so that PC3,4,... are connected to the server. There is always only one server in a network and one or 
many clients. 
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8. PC2: Select the "Remote Camera" dialog from the "New Camera" dialog

.

9. PC2: Press the "Connect To Remote Video Server" button to connect to the server. If the connection is established 
all cameras from the server PC are listed under "Available Remote Cameras".

10. PC2: Select the camera from the list, which you want to use as a remote camera. Close the dialog.
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4.) WebServer - how to run the integrated webserver

1. Select the "Web Server" dialog from the "Settings" dialog.

2. The found and for the webserver used IP-address is displayed in the first row. If you want to use a different IP-
address insert this IP-address at "Use This IP Address".

3. Insert the port which you want to use for the webserver. There are several possibilities (80,81,8080,etc.).
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4. Press the button "Start The Web Server" to start the webserver. 

If there are problems using the selected port, be sure, that you haven't used the port for other purposes (for example 
the integrated video network) and that you have opened the port in your firewall.

5. Now the webserver is running! If you are running one or more cameras in the program you can now access the 
camera pictures through a http request. Open your standard webbrowser and insert in the address field:

http://<ip-address>:<port>/camera=1 (to get a picture of camera 1)

http://<ip-address>:<port>/camera=2 (to get a picture of camera 2 (etc.) )

http://<ip-address>:<port>/camera=1&quality=40 (to get a picture of camera 1 with a jpg quality of 40%) 

http://<ip-address>:<port>/camera=1&resolution=160x120&quality=40 (to get a picture of camera 1 in the 
resolution 160x120 and with a jpg quality of 40%)

http://192.9.205.165:80/camera=1 (ip-address and port from the dialog picture above!)

6. Please try additional the included sample html documents (cam_control.htm, cam_view1.htm, cam_view2.htm, 
cam_view3.htm). Start first with cam_control.htm. This a very easy to use sample html page. Insert the ip address, the
port and the number of the camera, then press the "Start Receiving" button below. The video picture of the select 
camera is now received in intervals and displayed below on the html page.
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7. You can try all functions from the cam_control.htm page by clicking the buttons.

8. The sample pages cam_view1.htm, cam_view2.htm, cam_view3.htm must be edited before using. You have to 
insert the correct ip address the port the camera number and the used interval for receiving pictures. Then you can 
use these pages for your own Internet presence, like we have done it here: CrazyPixels Live Cam

If you want to access your cameras from the Internet but have an IP address which changes from time to time, you 
can use a dyndns (dynamic name service) to get a domain which never changes. For more informations please read 
this thread from the CrazyPixels forum.

9. You can additional use the webserver with the CrazyPixels Camviewer !
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Picture Capturing / Video Recording 

Picture Capturing

Picture Format - select the wanted picture format. If several options are selected, several pictures were made. 
Beside the JPG option the current filesize of the JPG picture is shown.

Original Size - the picture is saved in the resolution of the camera video

Size - the picture is saved in the selected resolution

Color - a colored picture is saved

GrayScale - the picture is converted into grayscale before saving
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Black + White - the picture is converted into black and white before saving 

Mirror Image - the picture is horizontal mirrored before saving

Create Additional Thumbnail - if selected an additional thumbnail is created. The thumbnail has the filename of the 
"normal" picture + "_tb.jpg" and is always in JPG format. You have to select the enclosing framesize (here in blue 
marked), which determines the thumbnail resolution.

Adjust The JPG Quality - with the slider the quality of the JPG picture is adjusted. You see in realtime the picture 
result and the approximately filesize.

Picture Overlay

Use Overlay Image - select if you want to print an overlay image into the picture

Select Overlay Image - select the image

Overlay Image FIlename - shows the overlay image filename

Adjust Overlay Transparency - adjust the transparency of the overlay image

Overlay Position - select the position of the overlay image in the camera picture 

No Transparent Color - there is no single color in the image which appears as full transparent 

Make Color From Pixel(0,0) Full Transparent - all pixels (points in the overlay image) which have the same color as 
the pixel in position (0,0) (the left upper corner) are not painted and thereby transparent. See the example above, the 
white frame around the webcam is not painted in the camera picture!

Picture Filename

Picture Filename - press this button to open the filename dialog

Output Text Into Picture

User Text - input a text which should be printed into the picture before saving

Output Text - if selected the text is printed into the picture

Output Time - if selected the current time is printed into the picture. Select the short or the long time format!
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Output Date - if selected the current date is printed into the picture. Select the short or the long date format! 

Select The Font - opens the fontdialog to select the font

Select The Text Color - opens the colordialog to select the text color

Background Color Transparency - adjust the transparency of the background color

Select The Background Color - opens the colordialog to select the background color

Video Recording 
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Video Filename

Video Filename - press this button to open the filename dialog

Video TimeStamp

With Video TimeStamp - select if CamUniversal should output text and/or a logo bitmap into the video while video 
recording

Video TimeStamp Settings - press this button to open the timestamp settings dialog

Record Settings (only for NetCams/RemoteCams) 

Record Resolution - insert the desired resolution values, width x height of the video

Frames Per Sec - insert the desired frames per sec for the video. 

 If you have selected to use a "video record codec" for the recording (DivX, Indeo etc.), it could happen, that the codec
generates his own frame rate and ignores this value!
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Video / Picture Filename

Select Output Directory - select the output directory (path) for the captured picture

Input Filename - insert a filename for the picture. Only the filename without the path and without the extension. The 
path comes from the previous selection and the extension is determines by the image format.

Add Current Time To Filename - adds the current time to the picture filename ( test_19-21-41.jpg instead of test.jpg )

Add Current Date To Filename - adds the current time to the picture filename ( test_29-06-2004.jpg instead of 
test.jpg ) 

Add First The Time Then The Date - if selected to add the time and the date to the filename, then you could select 
the order here

Add First The Date Then The Time - if selected to add the time and the date to the filename, then you could select 
the order here

Add Number To Filename - adds a number to the picture filename

Maximum Number Should Be - if selected the number is increased until it reaches the maximum value and then 
restarts at 0
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The Number Has Prefixed Zeros - if selected the length of the number is refilled with zeros if the length is shorter 
than the inserted length value ( test_0099.jpg instead of test_99.jpg ). This is important for several programs which 
reads a lot of pictures and creates a video from them, makes analysis etc.

Reset The Number To 0 ... - if selected the number is set to 0 

- at program start if this picture capturing dialog comes from the device settings

- at start of the motion detector if this picture capturing dialog comes from the action at detection settings

- at start of the scheduler if this picture capturing dialog comes from the scheduler settings

If not selected the number continues increasing from the last value.

Video TimeStamp Settings
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Copyright Statement

All rights reserved. No part of this manual may be reproduced, transcribed, stored in a retrieval system, translated 
into any language or computer language or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic, mechanical, 
photocopying, recording or otherwise, without the prior written permission of the copyright owner. 
The copyright owner gives no warranties and makes no representations about the contents of this manual and 
specifically disclaims any implied warranties or merchantability or fitness for any purpose. 
The copyright owner reserves the right to revise this manual and to make changes from time to time in its contents 
without notifying any person of such revisions or changes. 

Produced by © CrazyPixels Software Development

Contact

CrazyPixels Software Development

Website: http://www.crazypixels.com
Email: contact@crazypixels.com
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